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Waddles was shuffling
Quickly upon the iceberg.
She wished to explore.

An adventurous
Penguin needs to discover
All over the world.
The other penguins
Ate yummy fish and small shrimp.
These penguins are fine.

Never thinking of
Anywhere else in the world,
Fearing jeopardy.
Waddles mom says she can not go too far from the Colonies safety.

They live in the south. Where it is extremely cold, in Antarctica.
Don't go too far from us.
So now that I told you about them let’s get to the awesome story.

One regular day
A huge ship crashed into the iceberg cracking it.
They went right up to waddles,
And asked her to come with them.
Guess her answer. YES!!!!!!!
The ship was massive.
It had bedrooms, bathrooms, a kitchen and a pool.

There was even a big room for her with huge fish
And icy water.
It was paradise.
But what she didn’t realize,
It was to a zoo.
One dark night she caught
Them talking about what zoo
To bring her to soon.

She didn’t want to
Go to a very cramped zoo.
She had to tell them.

But how could Waddles?
Feeling tricked and unhappy
She burst into tears.
I don't want to go.

What zoo should we go to?
A few days later Pelly,
The pelican hears
About Waddles plight.
Pelly wants to help
So one day Pelly flew and
Asked her to join her.

Would Waddles want to
Fly around the world with her.
Waddles shouted, “YES”!
Do you want to travel around the world with me?

Yes!
She got on Pelly
And flew north to Alaska.
They needed a rest.

She thought the fish were
The best in the whole wide world.
They soon departed.
Flying south back home
Waddles family hugged.
Their hugs were so tight!
Bye
Dedicated to

Penguins Everywhere!
Penguins don’t live at the North Pole.
Penguins in Antarctica have no land based predators.
Because penguins can drink sea water they rarely get thirsty!
Penguins feel safe because they have no land based predators in Antarctica.
Penguins are able to stay warm thanks to their fluffy feathers and a thick layer of fat under their skin.